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This updated reference has been prepared by the world's leaders in neoplastic hematopathology, a

field that covers disorders of the bone marrow, spleen, and lymphatic system. This is the only

comprehensive, encyclopedic text that covers the three major organ systems and integrates basic

science, modern diagnostic techniques, and clinical aspects of malignant diseases affecting these

organs. The Second Edition features several new contributors, more full-color illustrations, updated

chapters, and three new chapters--Clinical Relevance of the Revised European/American

Lymphoma Classification of Non-Hodgkin's Lymphomas; Normal Histology and Immunoarchitecture

of the Lymphohematopoietic System; and Application of Molecular Genetics to the Diagnosis and

Classification of Acute Leukemias.
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A must buy for pathologists interested in hempath... since books in this topics are so scanty. Other

well written books (e.g. Contemporary issue series) were outdated.Chapters varies. Some are detail

and well written (e.g. follicular lymphoma, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, immunohistochemical

analysis of lymphoid tissue) while other are disappointing (peripheral T-cell lymphoma, application

of molecular genetics (chap 9)).Some contents overlap between chapters.Pictures are suboptimal,

can't imagine still using black & white image nowaday.Suggest split into 2 volumes: lymphomas and

leukemias



I find this book with its encyclopedic bend extremely useful on those more difficult or rare cases.

This is NOT a replacement for Foucar/Farhi/WHO type books or an atlas. There are very few useful

images.....what you get is a much more in depth review of IHC/flow data that can't be found in any

other book. There are also great tables.

It s a encyclopedic book that reviews all the known pathologies in hematology. It s basic for

hematopathologists. You need it!!

Excelent

This book is very long and not very interesting to readThere does not seem to be any plot at all and

there are too few pictures and they are not in color.
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